
Croquet Rules   
                                                                                       



Croquet is played with up to six balls according to the number of players. 

Players can be organised as follows:

2 -6 Players

“One Ball” with each player having one ball.

2 Players

“Singles” with each player using 2 balls: Black and Blue vs Red and Yellow or Green 
and Brown vs Pink and White.

4 Players 

“Doubles” with two pairs - each player having one ball: one pair with Black and Blue 
and the other with Red and Yellow.

“Alternate Strokes Doubles” with two pairs - each player playing alternate strokes 
during the game using either ball.

6 Players

“Teams of 3” with one team playing the Blue, Black and Green balls and the other 
playing the Red, Yellow and Brown balls.

“3 Teams” where the sides consist of Blue & Yellow, Red & Green and Black & Brown. 

The order of play for the first turn of the game is Blue, Red, Black, Yellow if using 1st 
colours and Green, Pink, Brown, White if using 2nd colours. 

The order of play of the 6 player games is Blue, Red, Black, Yellow, Green, Brown.

The player who playing the ball at any time is called the “Striker”.
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Players
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The court is a flat grassed area measuring 35 by 28 yards and should be laid out as 
the shown in the diagram.

Clips coloured to match the balls are placed on the hoops or peg 
to indicate the next point for each ball. The clips are placed 
on the top of the hoop for the first 6 hoops, 
and on the side for the second circuit.

Setting Up the Court
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The game starts with the toss of a coin. 
The winner can choose which balls they will play with and therefore if they 
play first, second or third (when playing in three teams).

The sides take alternate turns. Each player starts by playing (one of ) their balls into 
the court from the starting lines (baulk lines). Once the four (or six) balls are on the 
court, a side chooses which of its two - or three in the case of a 6-player game - balls 
it shall play in each turn. 

At the beginning of a turn the player (the striker) has one shot. After that shot the 
turn ends, unless extra shots are earned.

Extra shots can be earned in two ways:
1) If the player’s ball runs its next hoop, they are entitled to another stroke.
2) If the player’s ball hits another ball (makes a roquet), they place their own ball 
in contact with the displaced ball and then strike their own ball so that the other 
ball moves (takes croquet). The player is then entitled to one further continuation 
stroke.

The turn ends when the striker has no more extra shots to play. Then it is the 
opponent’s turn to play and so forth. During each turn the player may roquet and 
then take croquet from each of the other three balls once. However, each time their 
ball runs its next hoop they may roquet the other balls once more. This enables the 
player to run many hoops in any one turn (making a break). 

A turn ends when a player has made all the strokes to which he is entitled, or if a 
ball is sent off the court in a croquet shot, or if a fault is committed (see list).

After each shot, any ball which has been sent off court is placed a yard inside the 
boundary (on the yard-line), nearest to where it went off. Any ball lying between 
the boundary and the yard line, except the player’s own ball, is also replaced on the 
yard line.

The objective of the game is to race around the circuit of hoops as shown in the 
diagram, with each player trying to manoeuvre both their own and their 
opponent’s  balls to win points. Careful positioning of the balls at the end of each 
turn can restrict their opponent’s chances of gaining points for themselves. 

Starting the Game

Game Objective

Playing the Game
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A hoop point is scored when a ball passes right through each hoop (runs a hoop) 
from the correct direction and in the correct order. The point is scored whether the 
ball is struck directly with the mallet or with another ball. 

On running a hoop in order, the striker gets an extra stroke  (a continuation stroke)
A player gets two extra shots if his ball hits one of the other balls . However, if the 
striker’s ball causes another ball to run that ball’s next hoop (peeling), its player 
gains a point but the striker does NOT gain a continuation stroke. 

To win, 26 points are required - 12 hoop points and 1 peg point for each ball.

Once a ball has scored its last hoop point it ‘becomes a rover’. It can score the peg 
point either by the player directly hitting it on to the peg or by being hit on to the 
peg by another ball. The ball is then removed from the court.
It may not be beneficial for that ball to ‘peg out’ straight away because a Rover Ball 
can be used to help the player’s or team’s other ball to finish.

Run a Hoop: When the striker hits a ball completely through a hoop in the 
correct order and the correct direction.

Make a Roquet: When the player’s ball strikes another ball.

Take Croquet: Having made a croquet the player places their own ball in 
contact with the displaced ball and then strikes their ball so that the other ball
moves.

Continuation Stroke: This is the additional stroke a player is entitled to, 
having taken croquet.

Making a Break: The combination of taking croquet and running hoops as many 
times as possible in one turn.

Become a Rover: This occurs when a ball has passed through its last hoop and 
only needs to hit the peg to finish the circuit. It is now known as a Rover Ball.

Peg Out: This results when a player hits their rover ball on to the peg or when it is 
hit on to the peg by another rover ball.

Peel a Ball: If the striker’s ball causes another ball to run that ball’s hoop, that other 
ball is said to be peeled through the hoop and gains a point. The striker does not 
gain a continuation stroke for peeling a ball.

Baulk lines: The starting lines at either end of the court.

The Yard-Line: A yard inside the boundary.

Scoring

Definitions
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The first player or side to get all of their balls through the 6 hoops twice in the order 
marked on the diagram and hit the peg is the winner. Once a ball has completed 
the circuit and hit the peg (pegged out) it is removed from the game. 

The side which first completes the course with both balls wins the game. 

This croquet set is guaranteed against manufacturing defects. The components 
within the set are designed for their correct sporting use and will not withstand or 
be guaranteed against misuse. In particular mallet handles are designed to be held 
for the purpose of striking the croquet ball. Please DO NOT use them to “lean” on or 
“sit” on during play. They will not withstand this excess pressure and this misuse will 
not be covered by the manufacturer’s guarantee. 

Warnings!

Winning the Game

X Xa
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Faults

Striking faults

If the Striker:
•	 Touches the head of the mallet with a hand
•	 Rests the handle of the mallet or a hand or arm on the ground, some other 

object or their legs or feet
•	 Strikes the ball by throwing, kicking, hitting or dropping the mallet
•	 Strikes the ball with any part of the mallet head other than the end face
•	 Hits the ball more than once, or not in a clean single stroke
•	 Strikes the ball against the hoop whilst it is still in contact with the mallet
•	 Strikes their ball against another ball whilst it is still in contact with the mallet, 

unless they were already in contact
•	 Strikes a ball which is in contact with a hoop or the peg towards the hoop or 

peg
•	 Hits a hoop or peg with the mallet to move a ball
•	 Pushes or pulls the ball with the mallet
•	 Plays before the previous player’s turn ends.

Opponent(s) can choose to have the ball(s) replaced or leave them where they are.
No points can be scored for any ball.

Non-striking faults

•	A	moving	ball	touches	any	part	of	a	player,	his	mallet,	clothes	or	shoes

•	A	player	touches,	moves	or	shakes	a	stationary	ball	with	any	part	of	his	body,	
mallet, clothes or shoes

•	A	player	causes	damage	to	the	lawn.
 
Opponent(s) can choose to have the ball(s) replaced or leave them where they are; 
opponent(s) then restart play using the next ball in sequence. If the player who commits 
the fault is not the striker, then the defaulter (or his team) loses his (or its) next turn. No 
points can be scored.

For the complete list of faults please consult the Official Rulings on the Laws 
of Association Croquet.



Wooden Skittles

Up 4 It

Please retain for future reference +441865 392439
sales@biggamehunters.co.uk

biggamehunters.co.uk
@thePlayExpertsGarden Games Limited 

Chadwick Farm • Garford
Oxfordshire • OX13 5PD • England

The logo to look out for...
There are many more products we have created - just look out for our Big Game Hunters logo or flower 

emblem to be sure you have an official product. The  brand is not 
just a logo, it is the whole family of ideas, service and quality that are 
behind every product. We are not a huge corporate and do not claim 

to be - we are proud of who we are and what we create 
so look out for our brand knowing that each product carrying our logo 

has a special standard we aim to maintain for years and years to come...

The Parachute Game

Giant Tower

Not Just Croquet...
You may or may not be aware that we design and make many different kinds of garden games and 
play equipment. Big Game Hunters has been designing and creating games for children and families 
since 1997 - so by now we really do know what we are doing. Here are just a few that are great for the 
whole family as well as just the kids...

Take a photo and share it with us using #littleplayexpert or #bigplayexpert and be part 
of our growing network of play experts! Thousands of people every day are showing us 
that they are truly expert at play and playing in so many different ways - are you?

Are you a Play Expert?

42 likes

Literally jumping for joy! I think we 
are seriously #bigplayexpert s ! 
#nevertooold #foreveryoung

107 likes

@theplayexperts our niece and daughter 
enjoying a game at a family wedding.

94 likes

loving the hi tower challenge 
@theplayexperts - harder than it looks!

51 likes

The concentration on their faces! 
#littleplayexpert @theplayexperts


